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Overview of Talk
PART I: “In the Beginning”
●

The Big Bang and its Nucleosynthesis

●

Formation of the First Stars in the Universe

PART II: “Life of a Star”
●

Driving forces in a star's life

●

Element production

●

Death of stars & the Pollution of the Universe

PART III: “The Zoo of Ancient Stars in our Galaxy”
●

Review of metal-poor Halo observations

●

The chemical composition Zoo...

PART IV: “The Mystery of the C-Rich, Metal-poor Stars”
●

Overview of problem, possible solutions

●

Stellar models - results

PART 1:
In the Beginning...
●
●

The Big Bang and its Nucleosynthesis
Formation of the First Stars in the Universe

Big Bang and the First Elements
●

●

●

●

●

At about t_universe = 1 minute the temperature was too high
for any subatomic particles to form.
The Universe was cooling due to the expansion and
eventually reached a critical point (~109 K, 0.1 MeV), below
the binding energies of the light nuclei.
Thus the first nuclei were formed at this time.
Further cooling and expansion stopped the Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis before many elements could form.
Numerical simulations of (Standard) Big Bang
Nucleosynthesis is a mature field....

Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
• Only light elements were formed in the Big Bang:
==> H (77%), He (23%), plus trace amounts of Li and Be:
Short phase of
NS, then
freeze out.

Figure: http://cosmology.berkeley.edu/

First Stars in the Universe
• After BBN there was a cold, dark phase in the Universe's history -- since there
were no stars yet (the 'Dark Ages') .
• When the first stars did start to form the formation gas was devoid of metals.
• This affects Star Formation since protostellar gas clouds are thought to cool
(and therefore collapse) via metal lines.
=> Thus it was assumed that
the First Stars were all massive.

Universe Timeline

• Since massive stars have very
short lifetimes, this means that
there should be none of the
first generation of stars left
today.
• However it is now known that
cooling via molecular hydrogen
may be important – so lower
mass stars may have formed.
• That said, the mass range of
the First Stars is still
uncertain.

Now

PART II:
Life of a Star
●
●
●

Driving forces in a star's life
Element production
Death of stars & the Pollution of the Universe

Stellar Evolution: Birth of a Star

Star forming from gas cloud

• Collapse from a giant gas cloud, aided by cooling processes
→ density and T keep increasing
→ Finally 'Thermonuclear Ignition' is attained
= Hydrogen fusion reactions.
• The first nuclear energy release is from deuterium (2H)
burning.
• The star eventually reaches Hydrostatic
Equilibrium, such that a balance is found
between the internal pressure and the
gravitational collapse force:

• When 2H is exhausted the star contracts
again, until 1H is 'ignited'.
•At this stage a star is said to be on the 'Main
Sequence', burning H in its core.
→ A star is born! :)

The Pleides, young stars

Stellar Evolution: Energy
• Fusion reactions in the core of the star have 2 main effects:
1. Release large amounts of energy
2. Create new elements (H → He → C → N...)
•These reactions occur due to the large pressures & densities -and thanks to quantum tunnelling!
• Stars consist mostly of Hydrogen, and it is the H burning reactions that supply
the energy for most (~ 90%) of the stars’ lifetimes:

Low mass stars
Massive stars

CNO cycle: requires C, N, O as catalysts. Converts most catalysts to N14

Evolution of a Star
• Stars evolve (change structure over time) due to the fact
that nuclear burning alters their composition.
• Increases in mean molecular weight (eg. H → He
and He → C) cause changes in density which then feed
back to the rest of the structure.
• A star must then alter its structure to maintain hydrostatic
equilibrium.
• Major structural changes occur at times when a star runs out of a
particular fuel (in the core).
• The changes are major because the star suddenly loses an energy
source and therefore starts to collapse (at least internally).
• For example, when a star exhausts its core H it quickly evolves
to become a Red Giant. The core continues to collapse until it
is hot enough to ignite Helium – the new energy source.
• As long as the structural changes do not happen on dynamical
timescales then we can follow the evolution using a series of
hydrostatic models ('quasistatic evolution')

Stellar Code Example: The Sun
AGB

Core He Burn

Core He Flash
(RGB tip)

RGB (shell H burn)

Sun is on MS now (core H burn ~10 Gyr)

(NB: Surface properties from model)

Stellar Code Calculations:
→ H Burning
Hydrogen content in core →

Stage of evolution (HR diagram) →
Core H burning = 'Main Sequence'
= The Sun

Half-Time Movie! :)

But why believe the stellar models?
Globular clusters:
 M~106 Msun
 Well mixed
formation material:
Heavy elements
very constant star to
star.
 Coeval: Stars all
born at same time.
 Stars all ~ 0.8 Msun


Globular cluster (in Galactic Halo)

Good for checking lowmass stellar evolution
theory!
M5: Sally and Curt King/Adam Block/NOAO/AURA/NSF

Stellar Evolution: Globular Cluster Evidence
AGB

Core He burn

RGB

MSTO
MS

ColourMagnitude
Diagram
(same GC)

Alchemy: Element Production in Stars
• Apart from supplying the Universe with most of its
light, stars provide practically all the elements not
made in the Big Bang.
• Stars are element factories, with nuclear fusion
machines in their cores creating new elements from
lighter fuel.

Low mass stars

•Generally the newly created material is contained in the
stellar core until the late stages of its life.
• For low mass stars (like the Sun) they will mix up
processed material to the surface during their giant
phases, which is then lost in stellar winds.
•For high mass stars (> 10 Msun) they will finally explode
as supernovae, releasing large amounts of processed
material in a huge explosion.
•In this way the Universe is increasingly 'polluted' by
stars over time, finally allowing the formation of rocky
planets (eg. Earth) – and even us!
→ “We are all made of stardust” :)

High mass stars

Alchemy: Nucleosynthesis Calculations
• Code: MONSN (MONash Stellar
Nucleosynthesis code)
• A post-processing code for the
structural evolution code (saves rerunning structure for different reaction
rates).
• As input it takes the physical
properties from the structural evolution
(T, rho, convective velocities, etc.)
• Calculates the detailed
nucleosynthesis for the stellar
evolution.
• Has an expandable nuclear network
(currently 74 nuclear species, 500+
reactions (see Fig))
• Good for comparing with
observations: Can predict elemental
abundances and isotopic ratios.

PART III:
The 'Zoo' of Ancient Stars
in our Galaxy
●
●

Review of metal-poor Halo observations
The chemical composition Zoo...

Locations of the Populations in the MW
halo stars & globular clusters
central bulge

Pop II -- and III?

Pop I & II

disc stars, gas, dust
Pop I

Note: Halo contains many very old stars.
Figure: Chandra image of the spiral galaxy NGC 5746 (hot halo)

The Milky Way Metal-poor Stars
• Early finding: Stars in the Milky Way don't all have the same
composition → complex history of Galaxy. This revelation spawned
numerous branches of Astrophysics.
• Metal-poor stars in particular can provide constraints on:
• Big Bang Nucleosynthesis (eg. 7Li in Halo stars)
• The nature of Population III, the First Stars
•The First Mass Function, thought to be different at Z=0
(spectrographic observations of metal-poor stars can tell us a lot about the
mass distribution of Pop III)
• Ancient Supernovae Yields: MP stars may reflect the chemical signatures
of early SNe, constraining those models.
• Metallicity Distribution Function (MDF) of the Galaxy: structure at low
metallicity provides constraints on chemical and dynamical evolution
models.

• Thus the metal-poor stars are very important – they represent a link to the
very early Universe.

NASA/ESA

Metallicity Distribution Function (as observed)
Beers 2005

Metallicity versus scaled number of stars N for a region of the Milky
Way. The two groups of observations are taken at different distances
from the galactic plane: within 3 kpc (solid line) and > 8 kpc (dashed
line). Observations are from data release 3 of the SDS.

The Low-Metallicity Universe in Perspective

Halo EMP stars:
Living Relics

Campbell 2007

Sun

The Most Metal-poor Object Known in Universe
●

HE 1327-2326

●

Galactic Halo star

●

MS or Subgiant

●

[Fe/H] = -5.45

●

Very high [C, N, O]

●

[C/Fe] = 4

●

Ancient star!

Frebel et al, 2005

Strange Abundances in EMP Halo Stars
●

●

●

●

In fact HE 1327-2326 is a member of a subset of Extremely Metal-Poor
Halo Stars which have been found to have anomalously large amounts
of Carbon.
This is similar to the Carbon Stars at higher metallicities, however:
There are so many of them!
10-20% of the EMPHs are C-rich! These stars are called CEMP
Only ~ 1% of more metal-rich
populations are Carbon stars, so
this is quite strange... there must
be another mechanism for Carbon
enrichment that only operates at
low metallicity.

Rossi, Beers & Sneden, 1999.

The Metal-poor Halo Star Zoo
• Apart from the anomalously large population of C-rich EMP stars, high resolution
spectrography has revealed an even more complex picture – there are many subclasses of stars, with various types of chemical signatures.
• One of the main (sub-)signatures is that of neutron capture elements – s-process
and r-process – and sometimes both! This is very hard to explain with models...

Beers & Christleib 2005

PART IV:
The Mystery of the CEMPs
●
●

Overview of problem, possible solutions
Stellar models - results

The Problem: Carbon-rich EMP Halo Stars (CEMPs)
CEMPs
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→ 10 to 20 % of EMPs!

Our Study: Exploring EMP Stellar Evolution &
Nucleosynthesis at LM and IM
●

We have calculated a grid of stellar models including:
●

Structural evolution from MS to end of TP-AGB

●

Nucleosynthetic evolution for nuclides up to Sulphur 35

●

Yields for the 74 included species

Stellar structure code: MONSTAR (Monash/Mt Stromlo code)
* Standard 1D stellar code
* + Time-dependent mixing (diffusive)
* Can evolve through the Core Helium Flash
* No overshoot used (→ Schwarzschild boundary)
Nucleosynthesis code: MONSN (‘monsoon’, Monash code)
* Post-process code, 500+ reactions

The metallicity and mass range of the grid is:

→ 20 Stars

Different Evolution at Low Metallicity

Z=0
[Fe/H] = -1.4

• Z=0 stars are hotter, more compact & more luminous.
• This star avoids becoming a Red Giant, spending most of its life in the blue.

Peculiar Evolution: The 'Dual Core Flash'
➢

Occurs during the
normal core He flash
of low-mass stars
(RGB tip)

➢

Only for low mass,
extremely metal-poor
models.

➢

Red → surface is
enriched after DCF.

Dual Core Flash (DCF)

log (T_eff)

Anatomy of a 1D
Dual Core Flash (DCF)
Example Dual Core Flash Model:
➢ M = 1.0 M
⊙
➢
➢

[Fe/H] = -6.5
RGB Tip

The normal core He flash convective
zone (in low-mass stars) breaks through
H-He discontinuity.
→ Protons mixed down → H Flash!
(core He flash is still ongoing,
hence 'Dual Flash')
➢ He burning products mixed up to HCZ

➢

➢

➢

➢

This material is later dredged up into the
envelope, polluting the surface.
Fujimoto et al. (1990) suggested that the
excess C in the CEMPs may come from
these peculiar surface pollution events
occurring in Zero Metallicity and EMP stars.
Really need hydrodynamical simulations
for this – Jordi??

Campbell & Lattanzio 2008

Surface Abundance Evolution

Example of
AGB + DSF
Nucleosynthesis

N14

H

M = 2.0 M⊙

He

C12

Z=0
➢

'Dual Shell Flash' pollutes
surface first (early
TPAGB).

➢

Then AGB 3DU pollutes
it even further.

➢

Reaches ~ SMC
metallicity, so mass loss
expected on AGB.
➔

We have used standard
mass-loss formulae
(Vass & Wood '93 for
AGB)

C12/C13

C/N
DSF
Poll'n

Z

3DU+HBB
Pollution

Some Results

Colour-coded by
pollution events that
contribute the most to
the yields.
DCF =
“Dual Core Flash”
(During core He flash)
DSF =
“Dual Shell Flash” (start
of AGB)
HBB =
“Hot Bottom Burning”
(AGB)

Initial Stellar Mass

Pollution summary for
the grid of models in the
initial mass-[Fe/H]
plane.
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Integrated Model Yields Vs Observations: [C/Fe]

Models predict an even higher proportion of
CEMPs at lower [Fe/H]!
This is due to the additional pollution from the
DCFs.
➢

➢

The carbon in the 0.85 and 1 M⊙ models comes from
the DSFs → more C at low metallicity.
So carbon looks ok -- but really need to compare
abundance patterns.

Campbell & Lattanzio 2008
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